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Cor cal interfaces will play a key role in the budding industry of brain‐machine interfaces for
restora ve clinical applica ons, as well as the developing ﬁeld of “electroceu cals” for treat‐
ment and management of diseases and neurological disorders. Increasingly advanced tools are
desired for detec ng electrical ac vity in the brain, with many applica ons demanding ever‐
greater channel count and ﬁner sampling pitch maximize neural informa on gathered while
yet minimizing the adverse biological response the implanted device. Travis will present a 32‐
channel carbon ﬁber microwire neural recording array with electrode pitch four mes ﬁner
than the state of the art and the ﬁnest microwire electrodes demonstrated to date. The transi‐
on to an out‐of‐plane architectural paradigm enables these advances, with 5 μm diameter
carbon ﬁber monoﬁlament recording electrodes threaded through a two‐dimensional array of
holes in a microfabricated silicon substrate.
This presenta on will focus on the microfabrica on and assembly of the 32‐channel recording
array, including mechatronic design of an automated system to aid assembly and pave the way
toward scalability to thousands of recording sites along with techniques to diagnose and ad‐
dress speciﬁc microassembly challenges poten ally of broader interest to BSAC members.
Travis joined BSAC as an undergraduate in August of 2007. That’s 22 IABs! This May he will
graduate with his PhD in Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, having been co‐advised
by Michel Maharbiz and Kris Pister. His work has spanned all manner of bioelectronic interfac‐
es and the miniaturiza on thereof, with recent eﬀorts targeted at the development of a high‐
density neural recording interface. Other projects have included actuated neural recording
arrays for minimizing the adverse biological response, as well as inves ga ng methods to inﬂu‐
ence the trajectories of insects via op cal, acous c, and electrical s mula on modali es.
Travis also received his MS and BS at UC Berkeley, working with Kris Pister on a lightweight,
protocol‐independent compression algorithm for wireless sensor network traﬃc.
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